
PROXIMA



The next generation of high quality Queuing Kiosks starts with the PROXIMA. 
Featuring a modern and engaging design, combined with high-quality multi-
media content support, it sets the tone for the whole customer experience 
at a premium level. That is the power of the PROXIMA: It brings businesses 
and customers, closer together.

PROXIMA 

Features

Featuring a modern and appealing 

look-and-feel, with many exterior customization 

options, perfect for all service environments.

Available with Freestanding Pedestal, Wall 

or Desktop fixings.

15-inch High Quality Touchscreen.

Very intuitive interface, with high customi-

zation flexibility, able to adapt to the most 

demanding interaction requirements.

Supports High-quality multimedia content, 

positioning itself as an amazing marketing 

channel.

80mm Thermal Printer, with no proprietary 

requirements.

Allows the printing of graphics, logos and 

text, perfect to create dynamic and 

engaging promotional campaigns.

Multiple available options for customer 

identification such as Magnetic / Chip 

Cards, Barcode and Biometric Readers.

Wi-fi and Ethernet communication interfaces.

Easy and safe access for maintenance 

purposes e paper roll replacement.

Available in Android and Windows OS, ready 

to assume the role of local server.



Main Benefits

A very easy to use, visually rich and incredibly 

dynamic entry point for your services, 

handling even the most demanding workflow 

requirements.

Its high quality multimedia capabilities allow it 

to be used as a remotely managed and high 

impact marketing channel.

Designed and built using a modular approach, 

to allow the incorporation of additional 

hardware requirements like Card, Barcode, 

NFC or Biometric Readers.

In addition to the queuing kiosk function, it 

can also serve the role of local server and 

content player, eliminating the need for 

additional hardware.

Available in Android or Windows platforms to 

accommodate different implementation 

scenarios.  
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Length
310mm

Height
282mm/1150mm

Width
360mm

Dimensions

GENERAL TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

Specifications

Display

Processor

Operating System

Printer 

Communication

Power Supply

15" touchscreen

Intel

Android/ Windows OS

80 mm Thermal 

Wi-fi; Ethernet 

100/ 240V AC

NEWVISION reserves the right to make changes to the design and specifications 
of the equipment and its respective modules, without prior notice.


